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My husband and I were watching TV with my mom late one night when my phone rang. It
was her doctor calling to tell me we needed to take her to the hospital—now.
“She needs a blood transfusion. Her bone marrow has shut down,” he said.
“I don’t want to die,” she said fearfully, gripping the edge of the couch. That was
my mom, always the melodramatic one, but after a lifetime of her overreactions I could
respond by rote, even as I shoved my own panic aside. “You’re not going to die. We’re
going to the hospital so they can make you feel better, and we can learn more.”
Learning more is how I solve everything—how I love, even. Gather data. Connect the
dots. Draw a conclusion. Apply the data-driven solution, taking comfort in the certainty
that it will provide relief, if not happiness. This was my scientific training in action,
reimagined as a life skill.
Solving problems was the main way I knew how to show my mom I loved her.
Wielding information to destroy her uncertainty and allay her fears had worked my whole
life. Especially after the Internet matured, I could address any of her concerns almost
instantly. I could google her tech problems and help her troubleshoot her way to a missing
file or a more cooperative printer. Disconcerting email forwards were my specialty. She
once worried that because of the new “Doorbell Tax” someone was going to show up and
hand her an enormous bill from the government. A quick search on Snopes banished that
boogeyman. From squirrel warfare tactics to self-care tips, I was always just a phone call
and an Internet search away.
“You always make me feel better,” my mom would say, and I would know she had
received my love. But that tool for loving was about to be taken away, leaving me without a
replacement.
With my reassurances about the hospital that night, she relaxed and let me throw some
things into a backpack and bark some orders at my husband. I could see through the data
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like Neo looking at the Matrix in code, the path forward obvious: I would take her to the
hospital, and he would stay put and take care of her dog through morning. We would fix
the immediate issue by getting her the blood transfusion and finding out what was going
on, then define a course of action and get through this so we could get back to helping her
live the best life she could, given her dementia.
Alzheimer’s—now there’s a problem you can attack with information. There are
currently few treatments and no cure, but unless the person becomes violent, there is a
treasure trove of occupational therapy and other accommodations you can learn to help
your person balance autonomy and safety, all while increasing the quality of your time
with them. You can remodel their bathroom to prevent falls, encourage grooming, and
minimize toileting accidents. You can buy an automatic pill dispenser with a lock on it that
will remind your person—and you—when they need to take their medicine. You can take
photos of the outfits your person assembles each day to make it easier for them, and later,
for you.
I was never so naive as to expect that journey to be easy, and it wasn’t, but the comfort
I could get from data, the speed with which I could get it, and the comfort I could give to
my mom from the solutions lulled me into a sense of complacency. I had gotten so spoiled
using Google and YouTube to help myself and my loved ones map the world that I was illprepared to face the powerlessness that was about to arrive.
During what turned out to be more than a trip to the ER, we got the terrible news that
my mom’s clock was ticking in overtime and had maybe three weeks left on it. I choked
on those words as she burst into tears, but I still had faith that the right information could
keep her alive. In the spirit of the most targeted Google search in human history, I pictured
a flurry of tests followed by my mom’s team of doctors hurrying into the room immediately
to tell us what the findings meant we should do.
But unlike my high-speed Internet connection, the corridors of the hospital couldn’t
deliver information that fast. The lab was closed for the weekend, so the flow cytometry
test my mom needed to verify blood cancer would have to wait. It would take another day
or two beyond that to schedule and complete the bone marrow biopsy that would help
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clarify treatment options. All told, it would take about a third of my mom’s remaining
time before the hematologist would have the data needed to determine the right starter
regimen, time counted not in hours but in units of blood that might carry my mom to the
starting line of treatment.
I could, with some difficulty and frustration, translate this information for my mom,
show her how much I loved her and how I was fighting to get her answers that would help
her fight too. But she had her own information to provide: data in the form of her wishes.
Her dementia was not yet advanced; while she could no longer understand the layman’s
version of cancer biology, she could tell me she wanted to enjoy the time she had left.
She could express that she absolutely did not want to undergo testing and chemotherapy,
consistent with her years of vehement support for a person’s right to die. And she could
also tell me that she did not want to beat the cancer only to face certain decline from
dementia. “When I go to be with Ralph and my baby and all my little animals, I want to
leave knowing who you are,” she told me.
With those revelations, all of human history’s acute medical expertise became
irrelevant. I would no longer be able to consult an expert or reason our way out, no longer
be able to Google-care for her. Our data-driven preparation for her long journey with
Alzheimer’s became a short sprint into death. I drifted untethered into the unknowable,
giving up my go-to method of expressing my love.
Except not everything was unknowable. I still had a search engine, and she was my
mother. What was important to her for me to know before she slipped away into the gray
space between life and death and could no longer tell me? That was my query, and she
slowly compiled the search results, little by little, over her remaining lucid days.
“Please tell the Senior Center I can’t come back.”
“If people want to make donations, please tell them to give to hospice or St. Labre’s
Indian School.”
“Please keep Grandma’s dishes. Please keep my dog.”
“I would like to be buried in South Carolina instead of Florida.”
“Could we put my teacup collection out so I can see it from my bed?”
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“When I’m gone, would you re-cover the rocking chair I never got around to
restoring?”
“Here are the people I would like to say goodbye to, and I might need your help to get
to all of them.”
“Oh, and I want to be buried in a new dress. Could we look for something online?”
While I grasped and flailed in a free fall, she became the one connecting dots,
compiling data as an anchor for me while giving me tasks I could complete to show my
love for her. And by being my search engine, she was using my original method to love me
back, sifting her own life’s database to aggregate a list of what was most important to her,
because she knew I needed to know.
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